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Headteacher’s Update
Assembly Theme - Gratitude
Welcome back to everyone. I hope you had a lovely relaxing half term break. The assembly theme this week
has been ‘gratitude’ which is the ‘social glue’ that connects everyone. Understandably, our thoughts and feelings may have been focused on the challenges over the past 11 months and sometimes it is difficult to find
things to be grateful for. However, research has proven that finding things to be thankful for is important for our wellbeing and can
make us feel happy inside.
Writing Competition Winners
I had a lovely time reading the writing competition entries, which made me laugh. The entries will be published on the website, so they
can be shared with everyone and are really worth reading.
Louise G – A Lockdown Adventure which really made me smile.
Iris – A Poem called: Homeschool and recognising that mum is the multitasker, but dad is the maths Wizard
Fiona G – a story about how parents might change …?
Nursery Class and Admission Numbers
In September 2021, the school will be opening a Nursery Class for 25 children aged 3-4 years. Nursery admissions will be managed
through the school and not by Swindon Borough Council. Expression of Interest Forms will be available from
the school office from Monday 1st March.
From September 2021, the Published Admission Numbers (PAN) for the school will be 30 and not 45. Therefore, in September there will be one EYFS class and not two. Over time, the school will move
to a one form entry.
Photos from Belarus
Last year a link was set up between Westlea and the charity: Chernobyl
Children In Need (CCIN). The charity helps children in Schools and the
Orphanage of Ozarichi, who are receiving medical care due to suffering
from the effects of radiation caused by the nuclear accident in Chernobyl.
Currently temperatures are below -20c and they have had a lot of snow.
Please ensure you read the letter explaining the return to School for all Children on 8th
March. Thank you. Have a lovely weekend.
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Pirate fun started this week in Elm class. We designed and built our own pirate ships after exploring, sorting, predicting and testing materials in water to see which would work best.

This week in Ash, we started our Pirate Topic. We have
been focusing on Pirate ships and learning Pirate songs.
We planned our ship by drawing it, carried out experiments to decide which materials would be best to make it
from and are ending the
week making them. Will our
ships float or sink???

This week in Cherry Tree class we have
been looking at mechanisms for our Design Technology lessons! We have made a
slider, a lever and a wheel mechanism in
preparation for our project next week!
In English we have been writing our own
instructions for making food for the tiger
from the story The Tiger who came to
Tea. We enjoyed choosing our own ingredients!!!!
Well done to the home learners and
school learners in Cherry Tree class.

Willow Class have made an incredible start
to Term 4! In English we have been learning about questions and commands and we
made our own Revolting Recipes! We have
been shaping-up for maths by learning
about 2D and 3D shapes and their properties. Being good at learning means being
able to identify the characteristics of a successful learner - this is something we have
been learning about in our Metacognition
lesson. We even designed our own Supertato’s with special learning powers!

Our fabulous text this week in English has
been the Giraffe, the Pelly and Me by Roald
Dahl. We have looked at commands and
written some bizarre recipes, including Salmon and Strawberry ice-cream and Raspberry
and fresh Fish Cake! In maths this week we
have been learning all about shapes! We've
looked at counting edges and vertices as well
as lines of symmetry and
patterns with shapes. In
Computing we have started
with an e-Safety focus and
in Art we started looking at
Henri Rousseau and his
fabulous Jungle paintings.
For music, we learnt to sign
the song 'Zootime'.

Maple class had a lovely break and are
now ready to get back to work. This week
year 4 have started some tricky work on
fractions and year 3 are starting to measure things using cm and mm. The children
in school have had some fun planting
some spring plants to cheer up our tubs
around the school. Finally, congratulations
to Jenson who has successfully gained his
black belt.

This week we have been continuing with fractions
in maths. We have been adding and subtracting
with the same denominator, converting improper
fractions into mixed fractions and vice versa. In
English we are looking at an explanation text
which is a lot of fun about a shirt machine that
makes fun shirts. We got to research some
fact about a wonderful artist called Gunta
Stalzi and we got to create our very own
news article on purple mash.

In PE this week, Oak Class have been busy
keeping fit and being active. The children did
a range of activities ranging from badminton,
cycling, keep fit and walking.

This week in Rowan Class we’ve been looking at lots of conjunctions and subheadings
in English to prepare ourselves for writing a
non-chronological report next week. In
maths we’ve been reading and finding information from tables and measuring in centimetres and millimetres. We’ve also learned
about pushing and pulling as part of our
Forces topic in science, religion and nonreligious celebrations in RE, being healthy
and keeping our body balanced with food
(energy) and exercise in PSHE and about
animals in French!

Hazel class have been looking at relative
clauses this week in English, mixed number
and improper fractions addition and subtraction in Maths, and have been drafting some
unique art collage ideas using body parts!
We’ve also been focusing on our PE and outdoor activities each day.

And Finally…
This week we have started our study of
Shakespeare’s novel Macbeth. We have
looked at the witches, their predictions
and how they will impact both Macbeth
and Banquo. In Maths we are calculating
basic and compound areas and perimeters. In Science, we have looked at variations and characteristics of parents and
how this impacts the offsprings.

The Mysterious Singer….Please support the
staff each week with your votes on Teams!!

WELL DONE to Mrs Bachelor—
BABOON—Our first Staff member
who was revealed today.

WELL DONE to our
Competition Winners
Well done to the winners of the ‘Keep Swindon Tidy’ poster competition. Here are the winning entries
that have been displayed in the communal Notice Board next to School...

A big well done to Hollie & Lillie who submitted poems for the Primary Stars competition on ‘Staying
Connected During the Lockdown’
Hollie & Lillie have been selected as winners and their poems will be published in a book!!
Once the book has been produced and printed they will receive a copy. Wow!

Another well done to our Writing competition winners
Fiona, Iris & Louise.

